Adopt a Wild Child

The donors of the Adopt an Animal program provide food, animal enrichment and b
ring new animals to the Zoo throughout the year.

Thank you to the following animal advocates for supporting the well-being of our creatures from every region of the globe!

May 2021
Kris Anderson
Jake Barton
Liz Gepford
Toby Harrison
Jill Hughes
Marna McAferty
Weston Ohde
Ali, Grayson, & Charlie Raiche
Susan Rice
Kathleen Warner
Troy Wooten
Wesley Wooten

June 2021
2021 Summer Associate Tour
Charlie Barton
Bruce Cappo
Evon Hessler
Emmett Hughes
Griffin Liley
Kenzie Smith
Riley Smith
McKenna Springer
Dominic White

July 2021
Parker Barton
Ciera Cox
Jacqueline Fox
Anya Brielle Fox Greger
Geralynne Hart
David Pawlak
Danielle Randolph
Sophie Tolette
Caityln Welch
Lydia Welch

August 2021
Emma Derichsweiler
Lauryn Gray
Bradley House
Lena House
Christine Krichner
Aldon Miesne
Natalie Newsome
Austin Palmer
Heliane Poegelt
Mitch Rotello
Catherine Stark

September 2021
Luke Barton
Derek Bermel
Ben Huepe
Tyler Woods
Jamie Wooten
Eliza Wooten

October 2021
Kip Campbell
Karleigh Fox
Sandra Lee
Sophia Long
Roxie Morhiser

Avyaan Nagabathini
Natalia Sellens
Riley Spear

November 2021
Becky Adkins
Traci Carnoali
Bekah Casey
Salina Youth Choir
Owen Collins
Aubrey Domingos
Eric Evans
Glenn Family
Marnell Family
Nathan Feek
Carly Feek
Elise Gall
Riley Gray
Barrett Gray
Nibril Islam
Kali Johnson
Jett Johnson
Victoria Karim
Blake Klaas
Evan Lee
Milo Mattison
Ellyanna McCabe
Michael Pinner
Daisy Rowland
Lily Rowland
Ethan Sonnier
Logan Tindall
Holly Turner
David Wanninger
Sophia Welch
Thomasina Welch
Amanda Westcott
Ashley Youngblood

December 2021
Betsy Audentat
John Brott
Colten Bartow
Chris Billiu
Mrs. Beardsley
Mrs. Bodenschutz
Jil Brown
Kathleen Byrne
Ellen Carlson
Ethan Carney
Cale Chapman
Jim Mahan and Cheryl
Peggy Corbett
Charlotte Cotton
Terri Cox
Dylan and Emily Dale
Jill & Hank Daubresse
Laila Deviner
Sarah and Pat Dougherty
Lisa Elsner
Kelsey Erickson
Clement Family
Aubrey Farm
Gabriel Field
Evelyn and Bennett Flack
Chandler Gossett
Debbie Gray
Kendall Hagman
Trip Hagman
Claire Harris
Angela and Dillon Hazlett
Amy Huber
Eric and Clark Jones
Mrs. Lindauer
Mrs. Kasam
Bill Keute
Krew Koppenhaver
Paxton Leaf
Graciela Leon
Gabriela Leon
Cynthia Madrid
Josh and Rachael Mahan
Meridith and Dylan Manche
Sawyer and Colton Martin
Ellyanna McCabe
Charlie, Mimi, and Ruby Jean
McCoy
Elizabeth Mellott
Dorothy Mellott
Marty & Elaine Moran
Patricia Moran & Family
Mike Moran Moran & Family
Terri Morrow
Olivia Morstorf
Luke Murphy
Emilia Murphy
Camryn Nash
Sandra Nelson
Victoria Newman
Greg Peite
Lauren Potts
Ashley Potts
Tucker Ragland
Sarah Raybon
Mary and John Riley
Kevin Rizzo
Kathy Rizzo
Katy Runnels
Jade Schlemminger
Jameson Scott
CI Scott
Sophia Scott
Isabella Scott
Melanie Sherman
Josie Simpson
Jennifer Snead
Nils Sonesson
Elizabeth Spaeath
Sara Spease
Rowan Stumbo
Donovan Stumbo
Marie Sweetwood Mahan
Brett Taylor
Lucy Timmins
Finn Timmins
Shweta Vadlamani
Nicole Walker
Diane Whitley
Melinda Woolsey-Watson

January 2022
Rita Comfort
Paula Doran
Hannah Freeman
Douglas Harren
Morgan Hunsucker
Mrs. Fitzsimmons’
Kindergarten Class
Mrs. Pappalardo’s
Kindergarten Class
Sawyer and Colton Martin
Charlie, Mimi, and Ruby Jean
McCoy
Alexa Newsom
Gayla E. Northcutt
Wil Rogers
Lois Thomson
Shweta Vadlamani

February 2022
Jacob Anderson
Declan Cooper
Echo Cooper
Lee Davidson
Dorena Gibson
Mary Jane Grattin
Tanya Hinds
Louise Hetera
Jane Purser
Lisa Rosenkoetter
George Rosenkoetter
Nora Rosenkoetter
Lydia Steinbach
Emma Taylor
Maddie Tolette

March 2022
Carole Feek
Lori Feek
Harry Fenwick
Naomi Gage
Henry Greenstreet
Dietrich Knapp
Monroe Miller
Bo Nelsen
Nicholas Rehak
Marissa Sutton
Emily Weaver

April 2022
Moxie Birdsong
Ryan Collier
Robert Stallworth
Serina Taylor
Heather Williams
